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Measurements of event-ensemble mean transverse momentum 〈pt〉 vs charged-hadron multiplicity
nch for pt spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions and from p-p collisions for several
energies have been reported recently. While in all cases 〈pt〉 increases monotonically with nch the
rate of increase is very different from system to system. Comparisons with several theory Monte
Carlos reveal substantial disagreements and lead to considerable uncertainty on how to interpret
the 〈pt〉 data. In the present study we develop a two-component (soft+hard) model (TCM) of pt
production in high energy nuclear collisions and apply it to the 〈pt〉 data. The soft component is
assumed to be a universal feature of high energy collisions independent of A-B system or energy.
The hard-component model is based on the observation that dijet production in p-p collisions does
not satisfy the eikonal approximation but does so in A-A collisions. Hard-component properties
are determined from previous measurements of hadron spectrum hard components, jet spectra and
fragmentation functions. The TCM describes the p-p and Pb-Pb 〈pt〉 data accurately, within data
uncertainties, and the p-Pb data appear to transition smoothly from p-p to A-A nch trends.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Qk, 13.87.Fh, 25.75.Ag, 25.75.Bh, 25.75.Ld, 25.75.Nq
I. INTRODUCTION
Proposed collision mechanisms that may determine
hadron production in high energy nuclear collisions are
strongly debated. Candidate mechanisms range from
projectile nucleon dissociation and parton fragmentation
to dijets [1–4] to color reconnection of multiple par-
ton interactions [5], strong rescattering of partons and
hadrons in a dense medium [6], hydrodynamic flows [7–
9] or a colored-glass condensate [4, 10], possibly including
glasma flux tubes [11]. Recent high energy data from the
LHC and the emergence of apparently novel effects in
p-A or d-A collisions have further stimulated debate.
It is safe to assume that there is a direct connection be-
tween underlying collision mechanisms and the structure
of the hadronic final state in yields, spectra, correlations,
and especially jets as hadron correlations. However, how
to characterize the final-state structure statistically and
how to interpret it in terms of physical mechanisms re-
mains an open question. All analysis methods are sus-
ceptible to bias, the information in the data may not be
fully exploited, and physical mechanisms are convention-
ally represented by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based
on complex assumptions that may be questioned.
In the present study we emphasize the first moment of
the transverse momentum spectrum or event-ensemble
mean pt denoted by 〈pt〉, its variation with collision sys-
tem A-B, collision energy
√
sNN and charged-hadron
multiplicity nch. Some previous studies include 〈pt〉 vs
nch measurements from p-p collisions at the Spp¯S [12]
and RHIC [1], measurements of event-wise 〈pt〉 fluctu-
ations [13] and scale variation of those fluctuations in
Au-Au collisions [14, 15], and variations of ensemble 〈pt〉
with centrality in the Au-Au system [16]. Here we con-
sider recent 〈pt〉 vs nch data from the LHC for p-p, p-Pb
and Pb-Pb collisions [17].
There are striking differences between 〈pt〉 vs nch
trends in p-p and A-A collisions. 〈pt〉 tends to increase
rapidly with nch in p-p collisions but much more slowly
in A-A collisions. The p-A trend is intermediate. The
trend of 〈pt〉 increasing with centrality in A-A collisions
is conventionally interpreted in terms of radial flow [18].
That interpretation suggests that the 〈pt〉 trend in p-p
collisions could also be associated with radial flow, with
possibly larger magnitude. However, by the same argu-
ment if an alternative jet-related mechanism dominates
〈pt〉 in p-p collisions that same mechanism could prevail
in A-A collisions, misinterpreted there as radial flow [19].
We consider 〈pt〉 vs nch data for several energies
from 200 GeV to 7 TeV and from p-p or p-p¯ collisions,
Pb-Pb collisions and p-Pb collisions. We apply the two-
component (soft+hard) model (TCM) of hadron produc-
tion to 〈pt〉 data systematics. We establish that jet pro-
duction in p-p collisions has a simple dependence on the
multiplicity soft component. We construct a TCM for
〈pt〉 in p-p and A-A collisions and compare the TCM to
data. We conclude that in all systems the increase in
〈pt〉 with nch or A-A centrality is entirely due to jet pro-
duction. Details of the 〈pt〉 systematics in p-p collisions
follow the properties of independently-measured jet spec-
tra and dijet production. And 〈pt〉 systematics in A-A
collisions reflect previously-observed modification of jet
structure in pt spectra for more-central collisions. The
p-Pb trend is simply explained as transitioning from p-p
to A-A behavior as the number of nucleon participants
in collisions becomes significantly greater than 2.
This article is arranged as follows: Sec. II introduces
recent LHC 〈pt〉 measurements with some conventional
and alternative interpretations. Sec. III reviews the sys-
tematics of dijet production in 200 GeV p-p collisions.
Sec. IV describes two-component models for 〈pt〉 data
from p-p and A-A collisions. Sec. V reviews 〈pt〉 data
from p-p collisions for several collision energies compared
to the p-p TCM. Sec. VI reviews 〈pt〉 data from 2.76 TeV
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2Pb-Pb collisions compared to the A-A TCM. Sec. VII
compares 〈pt〉 data from 5 TeV p-Pb collisions with p-p
and Pb-Pb data and corresponding TCMs. Secs. VIII
and IX present Discussion and Summary.
II. RECENT LHC 〈pt〉 MEASUREMENTS
Reference [17] reports measurements of 〈pt〉 vs nch for
several collision systems at LHC energies, including p-p
at 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV, p-Pb at 5 TeV and Pb-Pb at
2.76 TeV. Whereas 〈pt〉 is calculated within a reduced pt
acceptance nch is extrapolated to pt = 0. It is observed
that 〈pt〉 increases with nch much more rapidly for p-p
collisions than for Pb-Pb collisions and that p-Pb data
are intermediate, following the p-p trend for smaller nch
and the form (but not magnitude) of the Pb-Pb trend for
larger nch. Reference is made initially to similar previous
measurements [1, 12] but no details are presented. It is
anticipated that the 〈pt〉 vs nch trends will shed light on
underlying collision and hadron production mechanisms.
In this section we review some conventional interpreta-
tions presented in Ref. [17] and possible alternatives re-
lating to the TCM for high energy nuclear collisions.
A. Conventional interpretations
The 〈pt〉 vs nch trend for 7 TeV p-p collisions is
compared to the PYTHIA Monte Carlo [5]. Default
PYTHIA 8 tune 4C (particular model-parameter selec-
tion) strongly disagrees with the p-p data and seems more
compatible in form with the Pb-Pb results. However,
when a so-called color reconnection (CR) mechanism is
applied to multiple parton interactions (MPI) PYTHIA
appears to describe the p-p data. The CR/MPI mecha-
nism is referred to as a collective effect.
It is stipulated that any 〈pt〉 increase with A-A central-
ity is conventionally attributed to radial flow of a dense
medium, consistent with the so-called blast-wave model
of A-A pt spectra for which one model parameter is βt,
the radial flow velocity [9]. There should then be a direct
relation between 〈pt〉 and βt through the A-A pt spec-
trum. Some MC models of A-A collisions include radial
and elliptic flow mechanisms [6, 8], but no theory model
can describe the Pb-Pb 〈pt〉 data of Ref. [17], all models
deviating by tens of percent. In either p-p or Pb-Pb cases
comparisons with linear-superposition models (of MPI or
N-N collisions respectively) are said to fail. The large
difference in 〈pt〉 trends for given nch leads to questions
about the role of nch in proposed collision mechanisms.
From comparisons among the three collision systems
the argument is presented that since collectivity (flow) is
assumed for A-A collisions in the form of a thermalized
flowing dense medium, and some degree of collectivity
may be present in p-p collisions via the CR/MPI mecha-
nism the intermediate behavior of the p-Pb data suggests
that some form of collectivity may emerge there as well.
Does radial flow play a role in p-Pb collisions, in p-p col-
lisions? If 〈pt〉 is a measure of radial flow is flow larger
in p-p collisions? Other LHC results such as a claimed
same-side “ridge” at large η in high-multiplicity p-p [21]
and p-Pb [22] collisions suggest that flows may play a role
at the LHC even in the smallest collision systems.
B. Alternative interpretations
Such deliberations omit a substantial amount of estab-
lished information about jet production and manifesta-
tions thereof in the context of the two-component model
of high energy nuclear collisions. Jet production is the
signature manifestation of QCD in high energy collisions.
Some aspects of jet production are predicable via pertur-
bative QCD (pQCD), and some are accurately known
via a broad range of measurements. Given the combina-
tion it is possible to make quantitative predictions for jet
manifestations in hadron yields, spectra and correlations.
For instance, substantial jet fragment contributions to
200 GeV p-p [1] and Au-Au [16] collisions are described
quantitatively by a combination of measured fragmen-
tation functions [23] and minimum-bias (MB) jet spec-
tra [3, 24]. The same hadron spectrum features at-
tributed to radial flow [18] are fully consistent with QCD
jets for all Au-Au centralities [19]. Certain jet-related
structures in p-p and Au-Au angular correlations are also
quantitatively related to single-particle spectrum struc-
ture by a QCD jet model [26–28].
The TCM provides an overarching framework for such
comparisons. It assumes that the major contributions
to yields, spectra and correlations consist of two compo-
nents: (a) nucleon dissociation to soft hadrons and (b)
scattered-parton fragmentation to correlated jets. Suc-
cessful implementation of the TCM requires appropriate
differential analysis methods and an accurate and com-
prehensive description of MB jet production. A TCM ref-
erence is defined as linear superposition of a fundamental
process: small-x parton-parton interactions within p-p
collisions or N-N interactions within A-A collisions. De-
viations from a TCM reference may then reveal novelty
in the composite system. The TCM has few parameters
and a simple algebra, in contrast to most MC models.
Below we apply the TCM to recent LHC 〈pt〉 data.
III. DIJET PRODUCTION IN p-p COLLISIONS
To construct a TCM for 〈pt〉 trends we must under-
stand the systematics of dijet production in p-p colli-
sions [1, 24–26]. The TCM includes soft and hard hadron
production such that nch = ns +nh within some angular
acceptance ∆η. It is assumed that ns represents projec-
tile nucleon dissociation and is proportional to the num-
ber of small-x partons released in the p-p collision. nh
then represents the number of hadron fragments from di-
jets and is proportional to the number of dijets in the ac-
3ceptance. Within that context pt spectra can be decom-
posed into fixed soft and hard components as described
in Ref. [1].
Figure 1 (left panel) shows yt spectrum hard compo-
nents H(yt, nch) from ten multiplicity classes of 200 GeV
non-single-diffractive (NSD) p-p collisions normalized by
hard-component yield nh within acceptance ∆η = 1 [1].
Transverse rapidity for unidentified hadrons is defined as
yt = ln[(mt + pt)/mpi]. The full yt spectra are described
accurately by the sum of two fixed model functions S0(yt)
and H0(yt) (soft and hard model components) with rel-
ative amplitudes ns (soft) and nh (hard) [1]. Deviations
of data H(yt, nch)/nh from model H0(yt) below yt = 2.3
(pt = 0.7 GeV/c) for small nch values are significant and
play a role in the 〈pt〉 analysis below.
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FIG. 1: Left: Hard components H(yt, nch) for transverse-
rapidity yt spectra from eleven multiplicity classes of 200 GeV
NSD p-p collisions normalized by hard multiplicity nh within
∆η = 1 [1]. The dashed curve is unit-normal hard-component
Gaussian reference H0. Right: The ratio of hard to soft mul-
tiplicity (solid dots) plotted vs the soft multiplicity density.
The trend indicates that dijets scale as nh = αn
2
s (solid line)
inconsistent with the trend n
4/3
s (dashed curve) implied by
the eikonal approximation.
Figure 1 (right panel) shows the amplitudes of
H(yt, nch)/ns vs soft multiplicity ns. The line is x =
nh/ns = αns consistent with nh = αn
2
s for α ≈ 0.006
within acceptance ∆η = 1. Substantial evidence sup-
ports the interpretation that ns represents small-x frag-
ments from projectile-proton dissociation, and nh rep-
resents fragments from transverse-scattered-parton frag-
mentation [26, 29]. That interpretation is consistent with
QCD calculations derived from measured FFs and mea-
sured dijet cross sections [3]. We then have a quantitative
relation between hadron production via projectile dis-
sociation and via scattered-parton fragmentation, with
small-x partons (mainly gluons) as the common element.
If ns is a proxy for participant small-x partons and
MB dijet production scales accurately as n2s we can con-
clude that the number of binary parton-parton collisions
is Nbin ∝ N2part, where Npart ∼ ns represents the num-
ber of participant small-x partons in a p-p collision. The
quadratic relation implies that any combination of par-
ticipant partons can result in a large-angle dijet, incon-
sistent with the eikonal approximation where we expect
Nbin ∝ N4/3part or equivalently nh/ns ∝ n1/3s as shown in
Fig. 1 (right panel, dashed curve).
IV. TWO-COMPONENT MODEL FOR 〈pt〉
The TCM for yields spectra and correlations is based
on the assumption that hadron production near mid-
rapidity proceeds via soft or hard mechanisms assumed
to be linearly independent. The soft component is as-
sumed to be universal, the same for all systems and colli-
sion energies. The hard component follows a non-eikonal
trend for p-p collisions and an eikonal trend for A-A col-
lisions with larger A. The trend for p-A collisions is not
known a priori but may involve a smooth transition from
p-p to A-A. Within that context any increase in 〈pt〉
with p-p nch or A-A centrality is due to jet production.
Given those relations between hard and soft components
we now define a TCM for 〈pt〉 vs nch.
A. 〈pt〉 TCM for p-p collisions
To define ensemble 〈pt〉 we begin with the concept of
a total pt denoted by Pt integrated within some angular
acceptance. If nch is the total charge integrated within
the same acceptance then 〈pt〉 = Pt/nch. Just as nch =
ns + nh we assume Pt = Pt,s + Pt,h. We then have Pt =
ns〈pt〉s + nh〈pt〉h and can define a TCM for p-p 〈pt〉
〈pt〉pp(ns) = ns〈pt〉s + nh〈pt〉h
ns + nh
(1)
=
〈pt〉s + x(ns)〈pt〉h
1 + x(ns)
where x(ns) = αns with α depending on the η acceptance
Given small adjustment of α for the experimental context
we can derive ns from nch by ns = (1/2α)[
√
1 + 4αnch−
1], since nch = ns+αn
2
s. The two 〈pt〉 components can be
inferred from the spectrum model functions S0(yt) and
H0(yt) or from 〈pt〉 vs nch data.
The above relation assumes that the entire pt spectrum
is integrated to obtain nch and Pt. If the spectrum is cut
off at some small value pt,cut then
〈pt〉′pp(ns,
√
s) =
n′s〈pt〉′s + nh〈pt〉h(
√
s)
n′s + nh
(2)
≈ 〈pt〉s + x(ns)〈pt〉h(
√
s)
n′s/ns + x(ns)
where we assume no loss to the hard components of
nch and Pt. As we demonstrate in the next section
n′s〈pt〉′s ≈ ns〈pt〉s. That is, Pt,s is relatively insensitive
to a pt cutoff provided pt,cut is sufficiently small (typical
for cases relevant to this study). In that case the only
effect of the pt cut is the ratio n
′
s/ns in the denominator.
We also note explicit energy dependence as anticipated.
4B. 〈pt〉 TCM for A-A collisions
The TCM for A-A collisions is based on the Glauber
model in which the fractional cross section (centrality)
σ/σ0 is related to geometry parameters Npart the num-
ber of projectile nucleon participants, Nbin the number
of binary N-N encounters and ν = 2Npart/Nbin the mean
participant pathlength in number of N-N encounters.
The correspondence with observable nch can be estab-
lished from the minimum-bias cross-section distribution
on nch. For the present study the correspondence be-
tween Ref. [17] nch and Glauber model parameters was
determined as described in Sec. VI.
For A-A collisions the TCM of Eq. (1) or (2) must be
modified in three ways: (a) the multiplicity hard compo-
nent increases with centrality as nh(ν), (b) due to mod-
ified parton fragmentation to jets in more-central A-A
collisions the spectrum hard-component shape changes
(softens) with centrality leading to variation of 〈pt〉h as
〈pt〉h(ν) and (c) an N-N “first encounter’ effect must be
accommodated, with details presented in Sec. VIII B.
The direct extension of p-p nch = ns + nh to A-A is
the first line of Eq. (3) where the N-N soft and hard
components are scaled up by the corresponding Glauber
parameters. However, the observed trend for hadron pro-
duction in A-A collisions corresponds to nh for the first
N-N encounter being the same as that for p-p no matter
what the A-A centrality. For ν−1 subsequent encounters
nh then transitions to a value depending on A-A central-
ity. The consequence is the second line that accurately
describes nch trends for a variety of collision systems
nch = ns(Npart/2) + n˜h(ν)Nbin (3)
2
Npart
nch = npp[1 + x(ν)(ν − 1)].
In that line npp = ns + nh,pp and x(ν) = nh(ν)/npp.
Note that n˜h(ν) is an average over all ν N-N encounters
whereas nh(ν) or x(ν) applies only to the ν−1 subsequent
encounters.
For a self-consistent description the same argument
should be applied to 〈pt〉h(ν) such that in the first N-N
encounter the p-p value holds while thereafter the value
may change. The A-A TCM for 〈pt〉 with pt cut is then
〈pt〉′AA =
ns〈pt〉s(Npart/2) + n˜h(ν) ˜〈pt〉h(ν)Nbin
n′s(Npart/2) + n˜h(ν)Nbin
(4)
=
〈pt〉s + xpp 〈pt〉h,pp + x(ν) 〈pt〉h(ν)(ν − 1)
n′s/ns + x(ν) (ν − 1)
.
The Glauber model of A-A collisions based on the eikonal
approximation gives the trend Nbin ∼ N4/3part or ν ∼ N1/3part
for participant nucleons. The equivalent for p-p colli-
sions is inconsistent with the eikonal approximation, with
nh ∼ Nbin ∼ N2part or ν ∼ Npart ∼ ns, where Npart
in the latter case represents participant small-x partons.
Equations (2) and (4) are employed below to analyze and
interpret LHC 〈pt〉 data from Ref. [17].
V. LHC p-p DATA
We first consider 〈pt〉 vs nch measurements for p-p col-
lisions at three energies. We review the effects of applied
pt cuts based on a simple spectrum soft-component model
that enables direct comparisons with full-acceptance re-
sults. We then apply the TCM to 〈pt〉 vs nch data and
confirm that the eikonal model cannot be applied to p-p
collisions. We then extract the collision-energy depen-
dence of the 〈pt〉 hard component. Comparison of that
trend with the energy dependence of measured jet spec-
trum widths offers compelling evidence that 〈pt〉 varia-
tion is a manifestation of jet production in p-p collisions.
A. Effects of pt acceptance cuts
The p-p spectrum hard component H(yt) is negligible
below pt ≈ 0.35 GeV/c (Fig. 1, left panel). A pt cut im-
posed below that point affects only the soft component.
We can calculate the consequences with a soft-component
model function. The unit-normal model function that
describes spectrum soft components for both p-p and
Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV is the Le´vy distribution
S0(yt) =
20.4
[1 + (mt −mh)/nT ]n , (5)
where mh is the hadron mass (default is mpi), T = 0.145
GeV is the slope parameter and n = 12.8 is the Le´vy
exponent, with mt = mh cosh(yt) and pt = mh sinh(yt).
Figure 2 (left panel) shows unit-normal soft component
S0(yt) vs yt (solid curve). Extrapolation to zero pt is es-
pecially simple on transverse rapidity. For orientation yt
= 1, 2, 2.67, 3.35 and 4.05 correspond to pt = 0.16, 0.5,
1, 2 and 4 GeV/c. The dashed curve shows ytS0(yt).
The vertical hatched band indicates the nominal pt ac-
ceptance cut for the Ref. [17] data. About 18% of the
ytS0(yt) integral lies to the left of the band. However,
the small-nch intercepts of 〈pt〉 trends from Ref. [17] in-
dicate that the effective pt cut may be somewhat higher.
Figure 2 (right panel) shows the integral∫∞
pt,cut
dptptS0(pt) (solid curve). The value is just
the ratio n′s/ns of accepted to true soft-component
multiplicities. The vertical hatched band marks the
nominal acceptance cut for the analysis in Ref. [17]. The
dashed curve shows the strong increase of 〈pt〉′s with
increasing pt cut, whereas the dash-dotted curve shows
the corresponding decrease in the total pt soft compo-
nent P ′t,s (divided by the nominal NSD value of soft
component ns). The product Ps = ns〈pt〉s is relatively
insensitive to the pt cut, and in what follows we assume
that it does not change from the full-acceptance value.
B. p-p 〈pt〉 data
Figure 3 (left panel) shows LHC 〈pt〉 data from p-p
collisions at 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV (upper points) [17]. The
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FIG. 2: Left: The p-p spectrum soft-component model
S0(yt) = (1/ns)dns/ytdyt (solid curve) and product ytS0(yt)
(dashed curve). The nominal pt spectrum cutoff for Ref. [17]
at 0.15 GeV/c is denoted by the hatched band. Right: The
integral of ptS0(pt) above pt,cut vs the cut value (solid curve).
The nominal cut position is denoted by the vertical hatched
band. The horizontal hatched band indicates the range of
n′s/ns ratios inferred from 〈pt〉 data. The effect of the cut
on 〈pt〉s is denoted by 〈pt〉′s (dashed curve). The dash-dotted
curve labeled P ′t,s = n
′
s〈pt〉′s indicates that the Pt,s product is
much less sensitive to the pt cut for smaller cut values.
〈pt〉′ values were calculated with a nominal pt,cut = 0.15
GeV/c. Charge multiplicity nch however was extrap-
olated to zero pt. In Ref. [17] an apparent change of
slope near nch/∆η = 16 is noted and compared to sim-
ilar claims from other experiments. The curves are de-
scribed below. Also included are lower-energy data from
UA1 (open triangles, open circles [12]) and STAR (solid
points [1]) for reference. The UA1 data for 900 GeV
are high compared to the overall energy trend. The
UA1 analysis inferred 〈pt〉 values by fitting a “power-law”
model function to pt spectra. In Ref. [1] possible biases
arising from that method are discussed. As demonstrated
below, the curvature of the 〈pt〉 vs nch trends arises be-
cause a jet contribution is common to both numerator
and denominator of 〈pt〉. The trends should saturate at
the hard-component value 〈pt〉h(
√
s) for large nch.
Figure 3 (right panel) shows the quantity
n′ch
ns
〈pt〉′(
√
s)− 〈pt〉s ≈ x(ns)〈pt〉h(
√
s) (6)
where the expression on the right follows from Eq. (2),
〈pt〉s = 0.385 GeV/c is assumed for all cases and x(ns) =
αns/∆η with α = 0.0055 for ∆η = 0.6. The first term
of n′ch/ns = n
′
s/ns + nh/ns is determined such that the
various data sets have a common intercept point. The ra-
tio n′s/ns then has values within the horizontal hatched
band in Fig. 2 (left panel) corresponding to pt,cut ≈ 0.175
GeV/c, slightly higher than the nominal cut value and
suggesting some small uncorrected inefficiency near the
acceptance boundary. Variation of the line slopes is dis-
cussed in the next subsection.
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FIG. 3: Left: 〈pt〉 vs nch for several collision energies.
The upper group of points is from Ref. [17]. The lower 900
GeV data from UA1 derived from a “power-law” spectrum
model [12] fall substantially above the TCM for that energy
(solid curve) but are consistent with the TCM form with am-
plitude adjusted (dashed curve). Right: Data from the left
panel multiplied by factor n′ch/ns that removes the jet con-
tribution and the effect of the pt cut on the soft component
from the denominator of 〈pt〉. The universal soft component
〈pt〉s is then subtracted according to Eq. (6) isolating product
x(ns)〈pt〉h(√s).
C. 〈pt〉 energy dependence and relation to MB jets
Figure 4 (left panel) shows the 〈pt〉 data in the form
1
x(ns)
(
n′ch
ns
〈pt〉′(
√
s)− 〈pt〉s
)
= 〈pt〉h(
√
s) (7)
for four energies, where 〈pt〉s has fixed value 0.385 GeV/c
and x(ns) is defined above. Most of the 〈pt〉h values
fall in narrow horizontal bands, but the significant down-
turn for smaller multiplicities is a real change in the hard
component for smaller nch first observed in p-p spectrum
hard components at 200 GeV, for instance in Fig. 1 (left
panel). The same effect apparently continues at least to
2.76 TeV. We find no evidence for a slope change in 〈pt〉
vs nch near nch/∆η = 16 which would manifest in this
figure as a significant step-wise decrease in 〈pt〉h vs ns.
Figure 4 (right panel) shows 〈pt〉h(
√
s) from the left
panel (solid points) vs quantity ∆ymax = ln(
√
s/3 GeV)
from Ref. [24]. In that study it is shown that jet spectrum
widths scale with p-p collision energy as ∆ymax. Thus we
conclude from the right panel of this figure that 〈pt〉h is
linearly related to the minimum-bias jet spectrum width.
That trend is also consistent with the results of Ref. [3]
where it is demonstrated that the spectrum hard compo-
nent is predicted by folding an ensemble of fragmentation
functions with a minimum-bias jet spectrum. In that case
the hard-component width should scale linearly with the
MB jet spectrum width, and 〈pt〉h should have the linear
correspondence to the jet spectrum width demonstrated
above. For p-p collisions the 〈pt〉 vs nch systematics com-
pel a jet interpretation for the TCM hard component.
The soft component remains consistent with a universal
phenomenon independent of collision system or energy.
The open symbols indicate predictions for lower ener-
gies. The hatched band represents the cutoff for dijet
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FIG. 4: Left: 〈pt〉 hard components isolated according to
Eq. (7). The data fall within narrow horizontal bands re-
flecting the point-to-point data consistency with the TCM.
The decreases for smaller ns reflect a real change in the hard
component as seen in Fig. 1 (left panel) for 200 GeV spec-
tra, here shown to be common to a range of collision energies.
Right: The 〈pt〉h mean values from the left panel plotted vs
parameter ∆ymax = ln(
√
s/3 GeV) that describes variation
of the minimum-bias jet spectrum width with p-p collision
energy [24].
production near
√
s = 10 GeV determined from angular
correlation analysis [15, 27, 30].
VI. LHC Pb-Pb DATA
Figure 5 (left panel) shows 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb 〈pt〉 data
(points) from Ref. [17] as samples from the full data com-
plement. As noted in that study 〈pt〉 for Pb-Pb collisions
increases much less quickly than that for p-p collisions
(the 2.76 TeV p-p trend is the dash-dotted curve). It
is also noted that the 〈pt〉 increase in A-A collisions is
conventionally attributed to radial flow corresponding to
the blast-wave model applied to pt spectra [18]. The
hatched band shows the 〈pt〉 soft component correspond-
ing to pt,cut ≈ 0.175 GeV/c. The Glauber linear su-
perposition (GLS) trend is Eq. (4) with x = 0.028 and
〈pt〉h = 1.75 GeV/c fixed at their 2.76 TeV p-p values.
The solid curve through data is discussed below.
Figure 5 (right panel) shows the product
x(ν)〈pt〉h(ν) = Pt,h(ν)/npp (points) obtained from
data in the left panel according to Eq. (4) by
x(ν)〈pt〉h(ν) =
2
Npart
n′ch
ns
〈pt〉′ − 〈pt〉s − xpp〈pt〉h,pp
ν − 1 .(8)
The hatched band shows the NSD p-p value xpp〈pt〉h,pp ≈
0.05 GeV/c. The solid curve is discussed below. Those
Pb-Pb results can be compared with Fig. 3 (right panel)
for p-p collisions. We next isolate the individual factors.
Figure 6 (left panel) shows 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb hadron
production data from Ref. [20] (points) compared to the
corresponding TCM in the general form
2
Npart
nch = npp[1 + x(ν)(ν − 1)] (9)
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FIG. 5: Left: 〈pt〉′ data for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions from
Ref. [17] (points). The solid curve is the Pb-Pb TCM. The
dashed curve is a Glauber linear superposition (GLS) refer-
ence assuming all N-N collisions are equivalent to p-p collisions
and scale according to the Glauber model of Pb-Pb collisions
following the eikonal approximation. 〈pt〉′s = Pt,s/n′ch. Right:
The product xh(ν)〈pt〉h(ν) = Pt,h(ν)/npp extracted from
data in the left panel according to Eq. (8) with xpp〈pt〉h,pp ≈
0.05 GeV/c. The solid curve is part of the TCM.
where for 200 GeV Au-Au npp ≈ 2.5, x(ν) ∈ [0.015, 0.095]
and x(1) = αns,NSD = 0.015. For 2.76 TeV the factor
1.85 ≈ ln(2760/10)/ ln(200/10) predicts the expected in-
crease in ns,NSD ≈ npp → 4.6 scaling with small-x par-
tons as described in Ref. [24]. The same factor is applied
to x(ν) per Sec. III . The functional form of x(ν) at 2.76
TeV is very similar to that at 200 GeV with the excep-
tion that the sharp transition (ST) in jet structure near
ν = 3 first reported in Ref. [27] has shifted down to ν ≈ 2
at the higher energy, as first noted in Ref. [31]. Eq. (9)
with x(ν) defined below was used in this study to relate
reported nch values from Ref. [17] to fractional cross sec-
tions and then to Glauber parameters Npart/2, Nbin and
ν = 2Nbin/Npart according to the methods in Ref. [32].
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FIG. 6: Left: Hadron production data vs mean participant
path length ν for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions from Ref. [20]
(solid triangles). The lines and solid curve are the TCM for
200 GeV Au-Au collisions scaled up by factors 1.85 (soft com-
ponent) and 1.852(hard component) reflecting soft multiplic-
ity ns scaling as ln(
√
s/10 GeV), as noted in Refs. [24, 31].
Right: The product data from Fig. 5 (right panel) divided
by ratio model x(ν) defined by Eq. (10) and shown as the
dashed curve in this panel. The solid curve is the 〈pt〉h(ν)
model defined by Eq. (11). The combination is the basis for
the Pb-Pb TCM.
7Figure 6 (right panel) shows the x(ν) trend (dashed
curve) that describes the ALICE hadron production data
in the left panel (solid curve) defined by
x(ν) = 0.028 + 0.141{1 + tanh[(ν − ν0)/0.5]}/2, (10)
where ν0 = 2 estimates the ST for hadron production in
2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions. The 2.76 TeV x(ν) expression
is divided by factor 1.85 in Fig. 6 for direct comparison
with the 200 GeV trend. We can isolate factor 〈pt〉h(ν)
by dividing the data in Fig. 5 (right panel) by x(ν) from
Eq. (10). The result (solid points) is described by
〈pt〉h(ν)=1.00+1.70{1−tanh[(ν − ν1)/0.42]}/2 (11)
with ν1 = 1.75 which defines the solid curve through
data. Note that 〈pt〉h(ν) in Fig. 6 (right panel) de-
scribes an average over ν − 1 secondary N-N encounters
and for peripheral collisions does not extrapolate to the
first-encounter p-p value 1.75 GeV/c. The product of
Eqs. (10) and (11) gives the solid curve through data in
Fig. 5 (right panel), and incorporated in Eq. (4) gives
the solid curve through 〈pt〉 data in the left panel of that
figure.
The accurate TCM description of 〈pt〉 data in Fig. 5
arises by construction from this analysis procedure. How-
ever, the procedure depends on several a priori elements:
(a) the A-A 〈pt〉 TCM represented by Eq. (4), (b) a TCM
for hadron production represented by Eq. (9) that de-
scribes production at any collision energy modulo simple
scaling with beam rapidity as discussed in Refs. [24, 31]
and (c) p-p 〈pt〉 trends accurately represented by a TCM
whose energy dependence is consistent with universal jet
spectrum properties as described in Ref. [24].
The new information is contained in Eqs. (10) and (11)
which demonstrate a smooth tanh(ν−ν′) transition from
values in most-peripheral Pb-Pb (essentially N-N) colli-
sions to modified constant values for more-central colli-
sions. The transition in Pb-Pb is centered near ν = 2
which corresponds to Npart/2 ≈ 9 and Nbin ≈ 18 with
fractional cross section σ/σ0 ≈ 0.68. A similar transi-
tion is observed in 200 GeV Au-Au near ν = 3 where
Npart/2 ≈ 30, Nbin ≈ 90 and σ/σ0 ≈ 0.5. It may be
more significant that at the two energies and correspond-
ing path-length values the dijet density is approximately
the same, dnj/dη ≈ 2 [31]. The hadron production trend
at the two energies is related by a simple log(
√
sNN ) en-
ergy scaling. The 〈pt〉h ≈ 1 GeV/c value for more-central
Pb-Pb at 2.76 TeV is the same fraction of the peripheral
value (40%) as that at 200 GeV – 0.5 vs 1.2 GeV/c.
Figure 7 (left panel) shows the trends for 〈pt〉h(ν) and
x(ν) on path length ν over a larger centrality interval.
The trends for 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions are the solid and
dashed curves equivalent to Fig. 6 (right panel). The 2.76
TeV x(ν) trend is divided by 1.85 for direct comparison
with the 200 GeV result. The dash-dotted curve shows
x(ν) for 200 GeV Au-Au collisions with ST near ν =
3 (fractional cross section σ/σ0 ≈ 0.5). There are no
equivalent 〈pt〉h(ν) data for 200 GeV. We may conclude
from these 〈pt〉 results that aside from translation of the
ST from ν = 3 to 2 jet modification in more-central A-A
collisions at LHC energies is remarkably similar to that
at RHIC energies.
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FIG. 7: Left: The model functions x(ν) (dashed curve) and
〈pt〉h(ν) (solid curve) plotted vs path length ν over a larger
centrality interval (ν ≈ 6 for central A-A collisions). The
x(ν) trend for 200 GeV Au-Au collisions (dash-dotted curve)
is included for comparison. Corresponding 200 GeV 〈pt〉h(ν)
data are not currently available. Right: 〈pt〉 data for 5 TeV
p-Pb collisions from Ref. [17] (open circles). The dash-dotted
curve is the TCM for 5 TeV p-p collisions interpolated from
the general p-p TCM developed in this study. The dotted
curve is the GLS for Pb-Pb collisions (dashed curve) with
ratio x increased by factor 2.5 and all else the same. The
Pb-Pb data and TCM from Fig. 5 (left panel) are included
for comparison.
VII. LHC p-Pb DATA
Figure 7 (right panel) shows p-Pb 〈pt〉 data at 5
TeV [17] vs nch(open symbols). Also included for ref-
erence are the Pb-Pb results from Fig. 5 (left panel) and
the TCM expression for the p-p trend at 5 TeV (dash-
dotted curve). The upper GLS curve is the lower GLS
curve assuming that constant x increases by factor 2.5
relative to NSD p-p but otherwise jet structure is un-
changed in p-Pb collisions relative to p-p collisions. The
p-Pb collisions are transparent. The A-A GLS descrip-
tion of p-Pb data with eikonal approximation for larger
nch is good. The p-Pb data appear to make a smooth
transition from the non-eikonal p-p trend to the eikonal
A-A trend. The transition is located near nch/∆η = 30.
One can speculate that up to the p-Pb transition point
there is only a single N-N collision in peripheral p-Pb and
ν ≡ 1. In that case the only way to satisfy the increasing
nch condition is with increased N-N ns resulting in a large
increase in jet production ∝ n2s due to the non-eikonal in-
teraction as in single p-p collisions. At some value of nch
the probability of producing a single N-N collision with
sufficient nch becomes smaller than the probability of a
second N-N binary collision in more-central p-Pb colli-
sions and ν becomes significantly greater than 1. It is
then possible to produce more soft hadrons relative to
jets by multiple N-N collisions, each with a smaller soft
8multiplicity ns and therefore jets ∝ n2s. It is interest-
ing that the transition from non-eikonal to full eikonal
behavior apparently occurs within a small nch interval.
VIII. DISCUSSION
A. Evolution of the HC in A-A collisions
Figure 7 (left panel) shows the trend of 〈pt〉h(ν) vs 2.76
TeV Pb-Pb centrality including a transition from a larger
peripheral value to a smaller central value, the ratio be-
ing about 2.5. The most rapid variation corresponds to
a sharp increase in hadron production or sharp transi-
tion near ν = 2. The same phenomenon is observed in
hadron yields and spectra for Au-Au at 200 GeV, and a
differential analysis of yt spectra for identified hadrons
including a two-component decomposition of the hadron
spectra [16] reveals the spectrum hard-component cen-
trality systematics which in turn determine 〈pt〉h(ν).
Figure 8 (left panel) shows the non-single-diffractive
(NSD) p-p spectrum hard component (points) from
Ref [1]. The solid curve is a pQCD calculation of the
p-p spectrum hard component based on a parton (jet)
spectrum bounded below near 3 GeV and integrating
to 2.5 mb and measured fragmentation functions [3, 23].
The dash-dotted curve is a Gaussian approximation from
Ref. [1]. The ensemble mean is 〈pt〉h ≈ 1.2 GeV/c.
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FIG. 8: Left: Spectrum hard component from 200 GeV
NSD p-p collisions (points) [3]. The solid curve is a pQCD
prediction for the corresponding fragment distribution derived
from measured fragmentation functions and a dijet total cross
section of 2.5 mb. Right: Spectrum hard component for 0-
12% central 200 GeV Au-Au collisions (points) [16]. The solid
curve is a pQCD prediction based on a simple modification
of fragmentation functions [3]. The dotted curve is a GLS
prediction of the TCM extrapolated from p-p collisions.
Figure 8 (right panel) shows the pion spectrum hard
component (HC) from 0-12% central 200 GeV Au-Au col-
lisions (points) [16]. The dashed curve is the p-pGaussian
(with added power-law tail) from the left panel. The dot-
ted curve is a GLS prediction for central Au-Au (assum-
ing A-A transparency and ν increased by factor 5). The
solid curve is a pQCD description of the central Au-Au
data based on a single modification of measured frag-
mentation functions (single-parameter change in a gluon
splitting function) [3]. Fragment reduction at larger yt is
balanced by much larger fragment increase at smaller yt
that conserves the parton energy within resolved jets [28].
The large increase in jet fragment production at smaller
yt is concealed by the biased ratio measure RAA [19].
The ensemble mean for central collisions is 〈pt〉h ≈ 0.5
GeV/c a factor 2.4 smaller than that for p-p collisions.
The evolution from peripheral HC on the left to central
HC on the right proceeds most rapidly about a sharp
transition near ν = 3. The ratio of 〈pt〉h for peripheral vs
central is essentially the same as that at 2.76 TeV. In the
same transition interval near ν = 3 200 GeV jet-related
angular correlations change rapidly from a Glauber N-N
linear superposition trend to major changes in certain jet
properties [27]. We thus have strong evidence that the
〈pt〉h(ν) trend inferred from 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions
reflects parton fragmentation to jets evolving with A-A
centrality according to pQCD principles in a manner very
similar to that at 200 GeV as in Fig. 8.
B. N-N first encounters and hadron production
Reference [4] describes an oft-cited A-A hadron pro-
duction model based on the assumption that of total p-p
multiplicity npp a fraction x arises from “hard” processes
and a fraction 1−x arises from “soft” processes, which is
the TCM for p-p collisions. The result for A-A collisions
satisfying the eikonal approximation and scaling with the
corresponding Glauber parameters is then the expression
2
Npart
nch = npp[1 + x(ν − 1)] (12)
with x = nh/npp which describes hadron production for
more-central Au-Au collisions well. However, the implicit
assumption that x is the same for all cases is not cor-
rect. If x ≈ 0.1 in more-central Au-Au as observed [16]
it should have the same value for p-p collisions. But the
observation is x ≈ 0.015 for 200 GeV p-p collisions [1, 24].
To resolve the apparent inconsistency we can retreat
to the more general expression
2
Npart
nch = ns + nh(ν)ν (13)
= ns[1 + x(ν)ν]
where x(ν) = nh(ν)/ns. Given the assumption that
nh(ν) is the same for all ν N-N encounters that form does
not describe hadron production data for more-central
Au-Au collisions unless x(ν) has a complex structure.
In order to arrive at Eq. (12) we must assume that in
its first N-N encounter a nucleon contributes the p-p
value nh,pp and in ν − 1 subsequent encounters it con-
tributes on average a different value nh(ν). We then have
npp = ns + nh,pp, x(ν) = nh(ν)/npp and all aspects are
consistent with Eq. (12) that describes data.
9The success of Eq. (12) in describing hadron produc-
tion data for which x(ν) varies simply from peripheral
(N-N) to central A-A collisions implies that the first en-
counter of a projectile nucleon is special. An encounter
with at least one unstruck (unexcited) nucleon produces
jet-related hadrons as a p-p collision no matter what the
A-B environment. In secondary encounters N-N colli-
sions produce more jet-related hadrons, the extent de-
pending on the A-B context. The first-encounter ef-
fect may reflect the extent to which colored partons are
shielded within a nucleon before and after it is excited.
C. Comparing theory Monte Carlos with the TCM
In Fig. 3 of Ref. [17] several theory Monte Carlo models
are compared with the 〈pt〉 data, and in various ways
the MCs fail. We argue that a common problem is the
description of jets in high-energy nuclear collisions. In
contrast, a simple jet description within the TCM based
on pQCD principles and jet measurements provides an
accurate and comprehensive description of the 〈pt〉 data.
The PYTHIA MC includes jet production as a princi-
pal mechanism, but based on an eikonal model of collid-
ing composite projectiles that is inconsistent with mea-
sured jet production in p-p collisions. Thus, in Fig. 3
(top panel) of Ref. [17] default PYTHIA [5] exhibits the
characteristic n
1/3
ch trend of the eikonal approximation
(open diamonds). It is only by adding an ad hoc MPI
color reconnection mechanism that the MC results can
be made to accommodate the p-p 〈pt〉 data. In contrast,
a TCM with non-eikonal trend derived from p-p data
describes the 〈pt〉 data for a broad range of energies in
Fig. 3 (left panel) of the present study to the uncertainty
limits of the data. An unanticipated result of the TCM
p-p analysis is the revelation that the energy dependence
of 〈pt〉h(
√
s) is consistent with the energy dependence of
minimum-bias jet spectrum widths [24], further buttress-
ing a jet interpretation for the TCM hard component.
Some of the MC models for larger A-B systems are
based on PYTHIA and thus inherit the problem of the
eikonal approximation for N-N collisions. Although that
approximation is valid for superposition of N-N colli-
sions within A-A collisions the N-N collisions are not
modeled correctly. An example is HIJING [2] based on
PYTHIA which fails to describe Au-Au jet-related cor-
relation data within a centrality interval where the data
follow a Glauber linear superposition trend [27]. HIJING
correctly implements the Glauber model of A-A colli-
sions and could therefore be considered a representative
example of the A-A TCM, but the PYTHIA modeling
of jet production within HIJING N-N collisions is incor-
rect. The AMPT MC [6] is in turn based on HIJING but
with the addition of final-state parton and hadron rescat-
tering. AMPT inherits the PYTHIA problem within a
more-complex parametrized system.
Monte Carlos in which hydrodynamic flow of a ther-
malized medium plays a dominant role [8] cannot de-
scribe jet manifestations in more-peripheral A-A colli-
sions and therefore cannot provide a comprehensive de-
scription of A-A collisions. The basis for parametriza-
tion of hydro collision models can be questioned if such
parametrizations are based on the data system to be de-
scribed. In contrast, the TCM is required to describe
all collision systems consistently with a minimal set of
parameters whose values are determined transparently.
The present analysis demonstrates that a TCM based on
the universality of jets leads to comprehensive and ac-
curate descriptions of a broad range of nuclear collision
data and new insights into jet formation.
D. What can be learned from the LHC 〈pt〉 data?
Viewed within a TCM context the recent LHC 〈pt〉
data are quite informative. A TCM based on simple jet
contributions is found to describe 〈pt〉 data accurately
and consistently for a variety of collision systems. Al-
ternative MC models strongly disagree with the data.
Effective spectrum pt cutoffs can be inferred accurately
from 〈pt〉 vs nch trends combined with the TCM spec-
trum soft-component model. The TCM soft component
is universal, remains the same for all A-B combinations
over a large energy interval. The non-eikonal nature of
jet production in p-p collisions is confirmed by 〈pt〉 data.
The p-p 〈pt〉 hard component 〈pt〉h(
√
s) is observed
to scale linearly with ∆ymax = ln(
√
s/3 GeV) represent-
ing the widths of MB jet spectra from 200 GeV to 7
TeV [24]. The linear relation is just that expected if the
TCM spectrum hard component represents jet fragments
as described by pQCD [3]. That result is in turn consis-
tent with the 〈pt〉 hard component amplitude scaling as
nh ∝ (∆yb)2 = [ln(
√
s/10 GeV)]2 implying non-eikonal
jet production in p-p collisions [24].
The nh(ν) and 〈pt〉h(ν) centrality trends in 2.76 TeV
Pb-Pb are generally consistent with results from 200 GeV
Au-Au collisions. Spectrum evolution in the latter sys-
tem follows a pQCD description of FFs in which FF evo-
lution tends to conserve the leading-parton energy but
with a shift to lower-momentum fragments. A single
QCD parameter describes the FF evolution in A-A.
From the variation with centrality of hadron produc-
tion in 200 GeV Au-Au and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions
we already see evidence for a difference between the first
N-N encounter and subsequent N-N collisions. Applying
the same approach to total hard Pt,h production reveals
a similar trend in 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions. In periph-
eral A-A collisions the second N-N encounter produces
more Pt,h, and thereafter the Pt,h per N-N collision in-
creases to a larger constant value. The ratio of peripheral
to central A-A 〈pt〉h values is similar (≈ 2.5) at the two
energies.
Finally, in 5 TeV p-Pb collisions we observe a smooth
transition from p-p non-eikonal to A-A eikonal jet-related
trends with increasing nch, possibly a simple matter of
competing probabilities for two production mechanisms
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at a given total nch.
When combined with previous measurements of yields
spectra and correlations in a TCM context the LHC 〈pt〉
data provide strong evidence that in any collision system
jet production is responsible for nearly all Pt and hadron
production exceeding a universal soft component.
IX. SUMMARY
Recent measurements of event-ensemble mean trans-
verse momentum 〈pt〉 vs charged-hadron multiplicity nch
for pt spectra from 5 TeV p-Pb and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb col-
lisions and from p-p collisions for several energies were
compared to several theory Monte Carlos. In most cases
there are severe disagreements between theory and data,
leaving interpretation of the 〈pt〉 data unresolved.
In the present study we develop a two-component
model (TCM) for total Pt production (within some angu-
lar acceptance) in high energy nuclear collisions based on
previous measurements of dijet production, parton frag-
mentation and jet spectra. The underlying assumption of
the TCM is that of two contributions to Pt = Pt,s +Pt,h
the soft component is a universal feature of high energy
collisions corresponding to longitudinal dissociation of
participant nucleons. The complementary hard compo-
nent is entirely due to minimum-bias jet production in
N-N collisions. The same model is applied to charged-
hadron production in the form nch = ns + nh.
Given TCMs for Pt and nch we obtain the TCM for
〈pt〉 as Pt/nch. A key feature of the 〈pt〉 TCM is the ob-
servation that jet production in p-p collisions does not fol-
low a semiclassical eikonal approximation as commonly
assumed in p-p Monte Carlo models. The observed non-
eikonal production trend is incorporated into the TCM
for this study. Models for p-p and A-A collisions are de-
rived separately depending on the relation to the eikonal
approximation and applicability of the Glauber model
to A-A collisions. To aid data comparison we develop a
correction for biases due to incomplete pt acceptance.
Aside from confirming the non-eikonal nature of p-p
jet production the main result of the p-p TCM analy-
sis is extraction of a 〈pt〉 hard component 〈pt〉h(
√
s) for
several collision energies. The energy variation of the
hard component is found to be linearly related to pa-
rameter ∆ymax = ln(
√
s/3 GeV) which, in a separate
study of jet systematics, is observed to describe the en-
ergy dependence of minimum-bias jet spectrum widths.
The linear relation is understandable in a context where
〈pt〉h is determined by a hadron spectrum hard compo-
nent composed of jet fragments described by folding a
fragmentation-function ensemble with a minimum-bias
jet spectrum. The jet interpretation is strongly sup-
ported.
The Pb-Pb 〈pt〉 analysis has several implications. The
Pt,h production generally follows binary-collision scaling
according to the eikonal approximation as expected for
jet production in A-A collisions. However, as for hadron
production the data suggest that the first N-N encounter
of a nucleon participant in an A-A collision is special,
yielding the same results as a p-p collision. Subsequent
encounters produce different results (more hadron frag-
ments per N-N encounter, reduced 〈pt〉h) with increasing
A-A centrality. The increase of nh and decrease of 〈pt〉h
is consistent with modifications to jet fragment distri-
butions (hard components) observed in hadron pt spec-
tra. The systematics of jet modification in 2.76 TeV
Pb-Pb collisions appears to be very similar to those in
200 GeV Au-Au collisions, the only differences being
(a) the location of a sharp transition from N-N linear
superposition (A-A transparency) to strongly modified
jets and (b) increase of soft multiplicity and hard jet-
related components by factors ln(
√
sNN/10 GeV) and
ln2(
√
sNN/10 GeV) respectively as extrapolated from
spectrum and correlation systematics at RHIC energies.
Generally speaking the TCM for 〈pt〉 data provides a
very compact data representation. Much of the model
is determined by prior measurements of other aspects
of high energy nuclear collisions. The novelty arising in
the 〈pt〉 study is (a) the energy dependence of 〈pt〉h(
√
s)
for p-p collisions found to comply with previously mea-
sured jet spectrum systematics, (b) the participant first-
encounter effect already implicit in hadron production
systematics and (c) variation of 〈pt〉h(ν) with Pb-Pb cen-
trality which is qualitatively consistent with jet modifi-
cations in 200 GeV Au-Au collisions described by pQCD.
The p-Pb result which is said to present conceptual
difficulties appears to be consistent with the TCMs for
p-p and A-A collisions, transitioning smoothly from the
p-p trend at lower multiplicities (quantitative agreement)
to a Glauber linear superposition model of A-A collisions
with no modification of jet fragmentation in more-central
collisions (close agreement with the functional form).
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